1. Introduction E. SPERNER (1) has proved that every system of subsets a, of a set of Jinite cardinul m, such that aF $ a, for ,LL $ v contains at most m elements, 0 P where p = [*ml. This note concerns analogues of this result. We shall impose an upper limitation on the cardinals of the a,, and a lower limitation on the cardinals of the intersection of any two sets a,, and we shall deduce upper estimates, in many cases best-possible, for the number of elements of such a system of sets a,.
Notation
The letters a, b, c, d, x, y, x denote finite sets of non-negative integers, all other lower-case letters denote non-negative integers. If k < 1, t,hen [k,d) denotes the set {k, k+ 1, tC+L? )...) Z-1) = (t: k ,< t < 1).
The obliteration operator x serves to remove from any system of elements t'he element above which it is placed. Thus [k, 2) = (k,k+ l,..., i}. The cardinal of a is {al; inclusion (in the wide sense), union, difierence, and intersection of sets are denoted by a c b, u+b, a-b, ab respectively, and u-b = a-ab for all Q, b, By S(k, I, m) we denote the set of all systems (a,, al,..., ~2,) such that a, c [O, ??I); la, 1 < 2 (v -c n), Qp$aa,$a,,; lapa, 1 Z E (p < v < n).
3. Results THEOREM 1. If I < I < $m; (a0 ,.,., C;,,) E S(l, I, m), then n < ';I; .
'avj < 1 for some V, then n < Z-l * THEOREM 2. Let k ,( I < 112, n > 2, (a0 . . . . . a",) E S(k, I, m). Suppose that either 21 < k+m, ja,J = I (v < 72)
art 21 < 1+m, h < 1 (v < n). 
Proof.
Let n, be the number of sets b defined above. Then, by counting in two different ways the number of pairs (v, 6) satisfying (3), we obtain n,(m-I,) < n,(Z,+l), which proves the lemma'. Case 1 CL. Suppose that whenever
We may assume that, for some no < n,
Let p < v < nO. Then lap+a,l < 21 < m, 315 and there is
and therefore
Since 2(2-1) < m-2 < m-1 me obtain, by the induct,ion hypothesis, Then h ( m-1. We may assume that
In2 < v < n). Here 1 < no < n, < n2 < n. Put b, = a, (no < v < n). We nom show that (hp., 6,) E X(1, I, m). If n, <v <n2, then XEbFLbV. If, finally, n2 < u < n, then there is Case 2: min(v -=C n) lavl = I, < 1.
If 1, = I, then we have Case 1. Now let Z0 < 2 and use induction oveI Z-Z,. We may assume that hl = 4 b < 4, I% > 4 (no -G v -=c n), 16) where 1 < n, < n. Let bo,..., h,, be the distinct sets b such that (3) holds for some Y. Then
and hence, by the lemma, n1 >, n,. Also, (bo,...,g,l,a,,l,...,cil,) E SU,km).
Hence, from our induction hypothesis, n < nl+(n-n,) <
and Theorem 1 follows.
Proof of Theorem 2
Case 1: k = 0. Then
Now (a) (ii) is impossible, and (a) (i) is identical with (b), so that all we have to prove is that n < 7 , 0
Again, we may assume (6), where I, < I, 1 < n, < n. If I, = I then (a,( = 2 (v < n), n < T * 0 Now let Z0 < 2 and use induction over Z-Z,. Let b,,,..., 6,, be the distinct sets b such t'hat (3) holds for some V. dgain (7) so that (i) holds. We now suppose that (i) is false, and we deduce (ii). We have and therefore
There is a maximal number p > n such that t,here exist p-n sets a n,..., 6p satisfying (ao,..
., d,) E S(k, I, m).
Put A' = (a,: v < p}. We assert that To prove this we note that of two sets which are complementary in [O,m) at most one occurs among a,,..., &, and, if n < 2"-l, then there is a pair of complementary sets a, b neither of which occurs among a,,..., f&. It follows that at least one of a;, b intersects every uy, so that this set can be taken as a,.
(iii) Let 1 > 3, 21 < m, and suppose that a, c [O, mL la,l=Z for v<n, and ap f a,, aPa, # e for p < v ( n, and aO...d, = 0.
We conjecture that the maximum value of n for which such sets a, can be found is n,, where A system of no sets with the required properties is obtained bytaking all sets a such that a c [o, ml, I@, 3); > 2, Ial = 1.
(iv) The following problem may be of interest. Let k < m. Determine the largest number n such that there is a system of n sets a, satisfying the conditions a+ # a,, ja,a,l 2-k (p<v<n).
If mfk is even, then the system consist,ing of the a such that a c [o, m), lal >, Q(m+k) has the required properties.
We suspect that this system contains the maximum possible number of sets for fixed m and k such that mfk is even. 
